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Executive Summary
This document presents the scenario management final implementation and all relative
characteristics and features.
The core element for effective situation assessment and plan formation prior and during an
incident in HEIMDALL is a scenario. It assembles all related information that have been
collected, for instance incident information, simulation results, risk and impact assessment
information, decisions made, measures taken and lessons learnt.
The HEIMDALL scenario management module and its submodules provide functionality to
access and manage scenarios, response plans, lessons learnt, decisions and measures. The
scenario matching submodule aims at supporting decision makers with capabilities for the
comparison of a situation with historic and fictive scenarios, their evolution, performed
response activities and lessons learnt.
The document presents the implementation notes of the Scenario Management (SM) and
Scenario Matching (SMAC) modules and forms a set of specifications together with D6.15:
Scenario Specification, Scenario Management Specification and Scenario and Situation
Metrics – Final [1]. The HEIMDALL scenario data structure and more details on scenario
management and matching concepts, design, external and internal architecture, inputs and
outputs, interfaces, data models, functionality and the test plan can be found in D6.15.
.

09/11/2020
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1 Introduction
In a recent interview, Dickie Whitaker has defined scenarios as stories we tell in order to
explore different questions and angles about risk and risk assessments; according to Whitaker,
one can use different types of scenarios for different types of problems [2].
Among other possible uses, disaster scenarios are powerful tools for improving preparation
and proactive planning for disaster management, constituting in fact the corner stone of such
activities. To reach the goal, anyway, proper scenario information and tools have to be carefully
identified, designed and identified.
Within the HEIMDALL project, a great effort has been spent dealing with the matter of
standardizing the characterization and the use of scenarios, response plans and lessons learnt
disaster scenarios. Special attention has been paid to the issue of sharing these elements, too.
The recursive and continuous work lead to this document that focuses on the Scenario
Management (SM) and Scenario Matching (SMAC) modules final implementation, as two of
the fundamental elements in the HEIMDALL project.
As quoted in the previous HEIMDALL deliverable D6.15, the scenario is defined as: “a real or
hypothetical situation consisting of a hazard and the current or potential conditions in the local
area, information on current or potential physical impacts on people, property, environment
and the society as a whole, what response plans, measures and decisions have been taken
or are needed to reduce the consequences and lessons learnt tracked.” The Scenario
Management module represents so the way to take care of the management of scenarios,
scenario snapshots, response plans, lessons learnt, decisions and prevention and mitigation
measures. In other word how to get access, associate additional information to scenarios such
as simulation results, response plans, lessons learnt, etc.
Instead, Scenario Matching module aims at supporting decision makers with capabilities for
the comparison of a situation with historic and fictive scenarios, their evolution, performed
response activities and lessons learnt. Information on similar scenarios and associated
information on decisions and prevention and mitigation measures taken in these scenarios,
their positive or negative evaluation and lessons learnt help decision makers to identify
possible measures.
HEIMDALL scenario data model is also a collection of and references all products offered by
the system such as for instance impact assessment products impact summary products,
simulations, data from first responders and situation reports, to name a few. More importantly,
the details on scenario management and matching concepts, design, external and internal
architecture, inputs and outputs, interfaces, data models, functionality and the test plan please
refer to D6.15 Scenario Specification, Scenario Management Specification and Scenario and
Situation Metrics – Final.
In particular, this document reports the Implementation details defined by the technical
partners in agreement with the end users for the SM and SMAC. More specifically, section 2
gives implementation details on the SM section 3 on the SMAC, respectively, in terms of
composition and links in terms of Hardware, Software, Database, Configuration and
Documentation. Final conclusions are drawn in section 4.

09/11/2020
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2 Scenario Management Module
2.1 Hardware
The SM is running on a virtual machine (VM) deployed on a physical server running on Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E7420 @ 2.13GHz. The VM has 16 CPU cores with 110GB disk memory and
78GB RAM. A proper Ethernet connection is crucial as well as a connection to the HEIMDALL
VPN.

2.2 Software
The software design is based on REST web services implemented in Python. The architectural
software is represented in the schema shown in Figure 2-1.

JSON
Html
HTTP

HEIMDALL RESTFUL
API

PostgreSQL
PostGIS

DJANGO

PYTHON

NGINX / AppServer

SERVER SIDE
Figure 2-1: Scenario management module software architecture
Regarding the server side an application server as an open-source Linux OS, NGINX or other
should be used. By the way a Linux OS application is operationally.
The server component acts as a service provider, exposing the platform API to the HEIMDALL
system clients.
The system API is based on a RESTful web services layer. The acronym REST stands for
REpresentational State Transfer and is a software architectural style. It is not properly a
concrete system, neither an established standard. REST is a set of guidelines aiming at the
realization of a system architecture. It specifies features, such as the uniform interface. If these
features are applied to a web service, they imply good properties (i.e., scalability) on the Web,
improving the performance. Data and functionality can be accessed via the Uniform Resource
Identifiers (URIs), which on the Web are implemented as links. The main advantage of
adopting the URI scheme is that it is already well-defined and no new implementations are
required.
The JSON format is the preferred output but most of the services will support also an XML
response type. From a client point of view all the services will be accessible via REST.
09/11/2020
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The programming language is Python using the Django framework [3]. Django is a free and
open-source web application framework, written in Python, which follows the model–view–
controller architectural pattern. When the template of Django Views is configured as a JSON
or XML document the server acts as a RESTful service.
The database management system is PostgreSQL with PostGIS [4]. PostgreSQL has more
than 15 years of active development and a proven architecture that has earned it a strong
reputation for reliability, data integrity and correctness. PostGIS is an open source software
program that adds support for geographic objects to the PostgreSQL object-relational
database. PostGIS follows the Simple Features for SQL specification from the Open
Geospatial Consortium (OGC).

Database
The detailed data model for the Scenario management module evolved along the project with
different connections with respect to the original version. The schema is reported in Figure 2-2:
Data schema for the Detailed Scenario Management module.

09/11/2020
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Figure 2-2: Data schema for the Detailed Scenario Management module
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2.3 Documentation
The documentation explaining the module is described with Swagger [5] editor to better
describe the API content with the OpenAPI Specification (OAS). In the following tables are
reported the SM API resources implemented in HEIMDALL with a specification of available
methods, (i.e. HTTP(S) GET, POST, PUT, DELETE).
Table 2-1: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from action to challengecapabilitiesdescription)

09/11/2020
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Table 2-2: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from condition to firepropagationtype)
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Table 2-3: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from firetype to hazardtype)
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Table 2-4: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from image to landscaperelationship)
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Table 2-5: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from landscapescenario to levelofcommand)
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Table 2-6: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from measure to notificationmapping)
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Table 2-7: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from relationship to
responseplancommonobjectivetype)
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Table 2-8: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from responseplanobjectives to risklevel)
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Table 2-9: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from scenario to scenariosnapshotsimple)
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Table 2-10: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from scenariostatus to synopticsituation)
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Table 2-11: API content implemented in HEIMDALL (from whatifsimulation to whatifsimulationitem)
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Landscape Scenario
After discussing within the HEIMDALL consortium came up the necessity to refer to a
landscape scenario (LS) that allow decision makers to assess risk and plan for much larger
areas and timescales across management regions. For this purpose, a new parent entity
landscape has been introduced in the scenario data model to represent the LS scale.
This section summarizes the provided functionality provided over the specified end points as
well as relevant information flows. The SMES provides functions for creating, saving,
modifying, deleting landscape scenarios.
The SMES provides access to all of its data resources over its REST API over the
communication protocol HTTP(S) using JSON as the primary data-interchange format. The
tables in the next sections summarize the functionalities implemented in HEIMDALL with a
specification of provided methods, (i.e. HTTP(S) GET, POST, PUT, DELETE).
Table 2-12: Functionality for the manipulation and retrieval of landscape scenarios
Functionality

Interface method

Data exchanged and data representations

Create:

HTTP POST
/landscapescenari
os

Request body: Scenario resource (JSON) with
basic scenario parameters defined.

•

Create a new landscape
scenario

Automatically generated parameters shall be
omitted
Response body: Created scenario resource
Response code: 201 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

Access:
•

Retrieve a list of
scenarios

•

Retrieve a single
scenario by ID

Save:
•

Update an existing
scenario

HTTP GET
/landscapescenari
os/
And
/landscapescenari
os/<id>
HTTP PUT
/landscapescenari
os/<id>

Request body: nothing
Response body: JSON representing the
scenario resource
Response code: 200 or 404 if no item available
at this URI
Request body: scenario resource (JSON)
For function ‘associate information item’:
Response plans, decisions, measures, lessons
learnt must be provided as additional elements
(JSON) in the scenario resource structure;
All other information is expected to be included
in the scenario resource as a reference (URI)
Response body: nothing
Response code: 204 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

Delete:
•

Delete an existing
scenario

HTTP DELETE
/landscapescenari
os/<id>

Request body: nothing
Response body: nothing
Response code: 204 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

In the following are described the model schema and the associated parameters related to
Functionality for the manipulation and retrieval of landscape scenarios

09/11/2020
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GET: Retrieve a list of landscape scenario

2.3.1.1.1 Model Schema
{
"meta": {
"previous": "",
"total_count": "int",
"offset": "int",
"limit": "int",
"next": ""
},
"objects": {
"landscapescenario": [
{
"relationships": "related",
"scenarios": "related",
"name": "",
"area": "",
"images": "related",
"synopticsituation": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"synopticsituationassessment": "",
"id": 0
}
]
}
}

2.3.1.2

POST: create a new landscape scenario

2.3.1.2.1 Model Schema
{
"relationships": "related",
"scenarios": "related",
"name": "",
"area": "",
"images": "related",
09/11/2020
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"synopticsituation": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"synopticsituationassessment": "",
"id": 0
}

2.3.1.2.2 parameters
Table 2-13: Landscape Scenario creation parameters

Relation

Parameter

Description

Mandatory
/optional

Data
Type

relationship

List of relationships

optional

-

related

scenarios

List of associated scenarios

optional

-

related

name

Descriptive name of the scenario mandatory

string

-

area

Geographical scenario area

optional

string

-

images

List of associated images

optional

-

related

synopticsituatio
n

Associated synoptic situation

Optional

-

related

synopticsituatio
nassessment

Synoptic Situation Assessment

optional

string

-

2.3.1.3

to other APIs

GET: Retrieve a single landscape scenario by ID

2.3.1.3.1 Model Schema
{
"relationships": "related",
"scenarios": "related",
"name": "",
"area": "",
"images": "related",
"synopticsituation": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"synopticsituationassessment": "",
"id": 0
}

09/11/2020
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PUT: Update an existing landscape scenario

2.3.1.4.1 Model Schema
{
"relationships": "related",
"scenarios": "related",
"name": "",
"area": "",
"images": "related",
"synopticsituation": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"synopticsituationassessment": "",
"id": 0
}

2.3.1.5

DELETE: delete an existing landscape scenario

2.3.1.5.1 Model Schema
{
"relationships": "related",
"scenarios": "related",
"name": "",
"area": "",
"images": "related",
"synopticsituation": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"synopticsituationassessment": "",
"id": 0
}

09/11/2020
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Scenario
Directly downscaling from the landscape scenario there is the scenario that is an entity
representing the Incident Scenario (IS) scale. The LS data model provides location information
on a larger spatial scale using the area parameter, while the IS area determines the AOI of a
specific incident scenario, occurring inside the LS area. The IS parameter incident location
specifies the extent of the physical event which can be specified as both, point and polygon.
The incident location is likely to change during the scenario lifetime as the event evolves.
There should be present 0 to n scenarios instances within a single landscape scenario.
This section summarizes the provided functionality provided over the specified end points as
well as relevant information flows. The SMES provides functions for creating, saving,
modifying, deleting scenarios.
The SMES provides access to all of its data resources over its REST API over the
communication protocol HTTP(S) using JSON as the primary data-interchange format. The
tables in the next sections summarize the functionalities implemented in HEIMDALL with a
specification of provided methods, (i.e. HTTP(S) GET, POST, PUT, DELETE).
Table 2-14: Functionality for the manipulation and retrieval of scenarios
Functionality

Interface method

Data exchanged and data representations

Create:

HTTP POST
/scenarios

Request body: Scenario resource (JSON) with
basic scenario parameters defined.

•

Create a new scenario

Automatically generated parameters shall be
omitted
Response body: Created scenario resource
Response code: 201 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON
Create:
•

Creates a scenario
snapshot given the
scenario identifier

Copy:
•

Creates a copy of a
scenario given the
scenario identifier

Access:
•
•

Retrieve a list of
scenarios
Retrieve a single
scenario by ID

Save:
•

Update an existing
scenario

09/11/2020

HTTP POST
/scenario/creates
napshot/

Request body: nothing
Response body: Scenario snapshot resource
(JSON) with parameters depending on scenario
Response code: 201 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

HTTP POST
/scenario/copy/

Request body: nothing
Response body: Scenario copy resource
(JSON)
Response code: 201 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

HTTP GET
/scenarios

Request body: nothing

and

Response body: JSON representing the
scenario resource

HTTP GET
/scenarios/<id>

Response code: 200 or 404 if no item available
at this URI

HTTP PUT
/scenarios/<id>

Request body: scenario resource (JSON)
For function ‘associate information item’:
Response plans, decisions, measures, lessons
learnt must be provided as additional elements
(JSON) in the scenario resource structure;
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All other information is expected to be included
in the scenario resource as a reference (URI)
Response body: nothing
Response code: 204 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

Delete:
•

Delete an existing
scenario

HTTP DELETE
/scenarios/<id>

Request body: nothing
Response body: nothing
Response code: 204 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

In the following are described the model schema and the associated parameters related to
Functionality for the manipulation and retrieval of scenarios

2.3.2.1

GET: Retrieve a list of scenarios

2.3.2.1.1 Model Schema
{
"meta": {
"previous": "",
"total_count": "int",
"offset": "int",
"limit": "int",
"next": ""
},
"objects": {
"scenario": [
{
"landscape": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"name": "",
"snapshots": "related",
"id": 0
}
]
}
}

09/11/2020
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POST: Create a new scenario

2.3.2.2.1 Model Schema
{
"landscape": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"name": "",
"snapshots": "related",
"id": 0
}

2.3.2.2.2 Parameters
Table 2-15: Scenario creation parameters

Data
Type

Relation

Descriptive name of the scenario mandatory

string

-

Landscape Scenario

-

related

Parameter

Description

name
landscape

2.3.2.3

Mandatory
/optional

mandatory

to APIs

GET: retrieve a single scenario by ID

2.3.2.3.1 Model Schema
{
"landscape": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"name": "",
"snapshots": "related",
"id": 0
}

09/11/2020
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PUT: Update an existing scenario

2.3.2.4.1 Model Schema
{
"landscape": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"name": "",
"snapshots": "related",
"id": 0
}

2.3.2.5

DELETE: Delete an existing scenario

2.3.2.5.1 Model Schema
{
"landscape": "related",
"resource_uri": "",
"name": "",
"snapshots": "related",
"id": 0
}

09/11/2020
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Scenario snapshot
Directly downscaling from the scenario there is the snapshot Scenario that is an entity
representing the Incident Scenario (IS) scale.
The situational picture consisting of information generated by the HEIMDALL modules and by
the users can be saved at different points in time in scenario snapshots, then the Scenario
snapshots capture the status of a scenario at a specific point in its lifetime including all
associated information. The scenario entity contains just the readable scenario ID and name
and is linked in all snapshots.
There should be present 1-n snapshots linked to a single scenario.
This section summarizes the provided functionality provided over the specified end points as
well as relevant information flows. The SMES provides functions for creating, saving,
modifying, deleting scenarios snapshot.
The SMES provides access to all of its data resources over its REST API over the
communication protocol HTTP(S) using JSON as the primary data-interchange format. The
tables in the next sections summarize the functionalities implemented in HEIMDALL with a
specification of provided methods, (i.e. HTTP(S) GET, POST, PUT, DELETE).
Table 2-16: Functionality for the manipulation and retrieval of scenarios snapshot
Functionality

Interface method

Data exchanged and data representations

Create:

HTTP POST
/scenariossnapshot

Request body: Scenario resource (JSON) with
basic scenario parameters defined.

•

Create a new scenario
snapshot

Automatically generated parameters shall be
omitted
Response body: Created scenario resource
Response code: 201 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

Access:
•
•

Retrieve a list of
scenarios
Retrieve a single
scenario by ID

Save:
•

Update an existing
scenario

HTTP GET
/scenariossnapshot/
And

Request body: nothing
Response body: JSON representing the
scenario resource

HTTP GET
/scenariossnapshot/<
id>

Response code: 200 or 404 if no item available
at this URI

HTTP PUT
/scenarios/<id>

Request body: scenario resource (JSON)
For function ‘associate information item’:
Response plans, decisions, measures, lessons
learnt must be provided as additional elements
(JSON) in the scenario resource structure;
All other information is expected to be included
in the scenario resource as a reference (URI)
Response body: nothing
Response code: 204 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON

Delete:
•

Delete an existing
scenario

09/11/2020

HTTP DELETE
/scenarios/<id>

Request body: nothing
Response body: nothing
Response code: 204 or 400 if request is no valid
JSON
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In the following are described the model schema and the associated parameters related to
Functionality for the manipulation and retrieval of scenarios Snapshot

2.3.3.1

GET: Retrieve a list of scenario snapshot

2.3.3.1.1 Model Schema
{
"meta": {
"previous": "",
"total_count": "int",
"offset": "int",
"limit": "int",
"next": ""
},
"objects": {
"scenariosnapshot": [
{
"firebehaviour": "related",
"status": "related",
"crossborderincident": false,
"incidenttime": "datetime",
"risklevel": "related",
"incidentendtime": "datetime",
"measures": "related",
"creationtime": "datetime",
"automatic": false,
"credibility": "float",
"base": false,
"representative": false,
"resource_uri": "",
"simulations": "related",
"images": "related",
"sensorthresholds": "",
"lessonslearnt": "related",
"id": 0,
"relationships": "related",
"documents": "related",
09/11/2020
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"scenario": "related",
"responseplans": "related",
"area": "",
"decisions": "related",
"challenge": "related",
"selected": false,
"incidentstarttime": "datetime",
"challengecapabilities": "related",
"casualties": 0,
"source": "",
"injured": 0,
"incidentlocation": "",
"hazardtype": "related",
"floodbehaviour": "related",
"conditions": "related",
"urgency": "related",
"incidentplacename": ""
}
]
}
}

2.3.3.2

POST: Create a new scenario snapshot

2.3.3.2.1 Model Schema
{
"firebehaviour": "related",
"status": "related",
"crossborderincident": false,
"incidenttime": "datetime",
"risklevel": "related",
"incidentendtime": "datetime",
"measures": "related",
"creationtime": "datetime",
"automatic": false,
"credibility": "float",
"base": false,
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"representative": false,
"resource_uri": "",
"simulations": "related",
"images": "related",
"sensorthresholds": "",
"lessonslearnt": "related",
"id": 0,
"relationships": "related",
"documents": "related",
"scenario": "related",
"responseplans": "related",
"area": "",
"decisions": "related",
"challenge": "related",
"selected": false,
"incidentstarttime": "datetime",
"challengecapabilities": "related",
"casualties": 0,
"source": "",
"injured": 0,
"incidentlocation": "",
"hazardtype": "related",
"floodbehaviour": "related",
"conditions": "related",
"urgency": "related",
"incidentplacename": ""
}

2.3.3.2.2 Parameter
Table 2-17: Scenario snapshot creation parameters

Parameter

Description

Mandatory
/optional

Data
Type

Relation

firebehaviour

Fire hazard behaviour

optional

-

related

status

Scenario status

mandatory

-

related

crossborderinci
dent

If
the
scenario
has
an
mandatory
international crossborder incident

boolean

-
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incidenttime

Incident end time

risklevel

Risk is a combination of the
consequences (impact) of an
event
(hazard)
and
the
optional
associated likelihood/ probability
of its occurrence; Definition
based on ISO Guide 73:2009

measures

List of measures

optional

creationtime

Scenario creation time

mandatory

Credibility

Credibility of the scenario.
Different horizons of weather
Optional
forecasts affect the credibility of a
scenario,

float

-

representative

Representativeness of snapshot

mandatory

boolean

-

Simulation

List of associated
simulations

optional

-

related

images

List of images

optional

-

related

sensorthreshold
Sensor thresholds
s

optional

string

-

lessonlearnt

List of lessons learnt

optional

-

related

relationship

List of relationships

optional

-

related

document

List of related documents

optional

-

related

scenario

Scenario

mandatory

-

related

responseplans

List of response plans

optional

-

related

area

Geographical scenario area

optional

string

-

decisions

List of decisions

optional

-

related

challenge

Lesson challenge

optional

-

related

incidentstarttim
e

Incident start time

mandatory

datatime -

casualties

Total number of casualties

optional

integer

-

injured

Total number of injured

optional

integer

-
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incidentlocation

Geographical location of the
hazard. Incidents will be located
always with a point and can
include a buffer. For simulated optional
scenarios or other considerations
a polygon shall be used to define
an AOI

string

-

hazardtype

represents the hazard type

mandatory

-

related

floodbehaviour

Flood hazard behaviour

optional

-

related

conditions

List of conditions

optional

-

related

urgency

Scenario urgency

mandatory

-

related

incidentplacena
me

Incident place name

optional

string

-

2.3.3.3

GET: Retrieve a single scenario snapshot by ID

2.3.3.3.1 Model Schema
{
"firebehaviour": "related",
"status": "related",
"crossborderincident": false,
"incidenttime": "datetime",
"risklevel": "related",
"incidentendtime": "datetime",
"measures": "related",
"creationtime": "datetime",
"automatic": false,
"credibility": "float",
"base": false,
"representative": false,
"resource_uri": "",
"simulations": "related",
"images": "related",
"sensorthresholds": "",
"lessonslearnt": "related",
"id": 0,
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"relationships": "related",
"documents": "related",
"scenario": "related",
"responseplans": "related",
"area": "",
"decisions": "related",
"challenge": "related",
"selected": false,
"incidentstarttime": "datetime",
"challengecapabilities": "related",
"casualties": 0,
"source": "",
"injured": 0,
"incidentlocation": "",
"hazardtype": "related",
"floodbehaviour": "related",
"conditions": "related",
"urgency": "related",
"incidentplacename": ""
}

2.3.3.4

PUT: Update an existing scenario snapshot

2.3.3.4.1 Model Schema
{
"firebehaviour": "related",
"status": "related",
"crossborderincident": false,
"incidenttime": "datetime",
"risklevel": "related",
"incidentendtime": "datetime",
"measures": "related",
"creationtime": "datetime",
"automatic": false,
"credibility": "float",
"base": false,
"representative": false,
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"resource_uri": "",
"simulations": "related",
"images": "related",
"sensorthresholds": "",
"lessonslearnt": "related",
"id": 0,
"relationships": "related",
"documents": "related",
"scenario": "related",
"responseplans": "related",
"area": "",
"decisions": "related",
"challenge": "related",
"selected": false,
"incidentstarttime": "datetime",
"challengecapabilities": "related",
"casualties": 0,
"source": "",
"injured": 0,
"incidentlocation": "",
"hazardtype": "related",
"floodbehaviour": "related",
"conditions": "related",
"urgency": "related",
"incidentplacename": ""
}

2.3.3.5

DELETE: Delete an existing scenario snapshot

2.3.3.5.1 Model Schema
{
"firebehaviour": "related",
"status": "related",
"crossborderincident": false,
"incidenttime": "datetime",
"risklevel": "related",
"incidentendtime": "datetime",
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"measures": "related",
"creationtime": "datetime",
"automatic": false,
"credibility": "float",
"base": false,
"representative": false,
"resource_uri": "",
"simulations": "related",
"images": "related",
"sensorthresholds": "",
"lessonslearnt": "related",
"id": 0,
"relationships": "related",
"documents": "related",
"scenario": "related",
"responseplans": "related",
"area": "",
"decisions": "related",
"challenge": "related",
"selected": false,
"incidentstarttime": "datetime",
"challengecapabilities": "related",
"casualties": 0,
"source": "",
"injured": 0,
"incidentlocation": "",
"hazardtype": "related",
"floodbehaviour": "related",
"conditions": "related",
"urgency": "related",
"incidentplacename": ""
}

2.4 Configuration
A description of customization and configuration details for the SM can be found in deliverable
D6.12 [6].
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3 Scenario Matching Module
3.1 Hardware
The module has been deployed on two virtual machines based on a 64bit Linux distribution.
As the first VM is for testing the second VM is for developing. Both VM’s have 4 CPU cores
each as well as 1 TB disk and 32 GB RAM. A proper Ethernet connection is crucial as well as
a connection to the HEIMDALL VPN.

3.2 Software
This subsection describes the software implementation of the SMAC component starting with
an overview on the used technologies to a detailed description of the data modelling.

Implementation Framework and Software Libraries
The implementation language of the SMAC component is the general purpose, high-level
language Python. This language focuses on high productivity, code readability and offers a
wide variability of supporting software libraries.
The Web API is implemented using the Django framework, an open-source web application
framework which follows the Model-View-Controller pattern. The framework includes
geographic datatypes and functions following the Simple features specification of the OGC.
In addition to the generic Django framework the “Django REST Framework” is used as a toolkit
to implement the REST API.

Data Storage
The SMAC component uses no persistence. Every evaluation is run against the current state
of the scenario database. This implementation was chosen to forestall synchronisation issues;
this comes at the expense of the response time.
The default configuration is read from the instances settings file. This file must contain valid
yaml (see https://yaml.org/). A description of customization and configuration details for the
SMAC can be found in deliverable D6.12 [6].

Git/Versioning Details
The source of this component is version-controlled using Git. The internal GitLab instance (see
https://gitlab.dlr.de) is used as the source for development as well as for the deployment.

Documentation
The Scenario matching API provides only one resource at “/smac/process”. The configuration
for the evaluation run must be set in post requester body (see Figure 3-1). If the request is
finished a ranked list of matching alternative scenarios is returned with the HTML status code
200 (see Figure 3-2). If the matching request runs into an error the HTML status code 400 is
returned. Detail information concerning the error is given in the return body.
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Figure 3-1: Request body schema
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Figure 3-2: Response body schema

3.3 Configuration
A description of customization and configuration details for the SMAC can be found in
deliverable D6.12 [6].
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4 Conclusion
This document provided the implementation report of the final version of the Scenario
Management module, where the design and the implementation of the SM component and
its sub-module SMAC are described. This has been the result of a long process along the
project’s lifetime, starting from the proposal scope and later aligning with the requirements
and needs expressed by the end users. This report is strongly related to D6.15 Scenario
Specification, Scenario Management Specification and Scenario and Situation Metrics –
Final [4]. The latter contains extensive details on scenario management and matching
concepts, design, external and internal architecture, inputs and outputs, interfaces, data
models, functionality and the test plan.
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